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International mail processing centre codes – usage analysis 

1 Purpose of document 

The purpose of this document is to examine the general purpose and usage of international mail processing centre 
(IMPC) codes. The document is not intended as a technical or detailed outline of IMPC codes. For such an outline, 
it is recommended that readers refer to UPU standard S34.  

2 What are IMPC codes? 

An IMPC code represents a (physical or logistical) node in the international postal network at which mail can be 
exchanged between the designated operators (DOs) of UPU member countries. It is a short, precise and descriptive 
means to individually identify all such nodes. In UPU regulations and other documents, an IMPC can be 
synonymous with an office of exchange (OE). 

3 How IMPC codes came into being 

Mail has always been exchanged between OEs in dispatches, with each dispatch being sequentially numbered 
within the calendar year by the origin OE for each destination OE and mail class. Manual logs were maintained by 
the origin OE to ensure continuity of dispatch numbering and by the destination OE to ensure that all dispatches 
were duly received. 

These log sheets were maintained manually by origin OE staff, based on the name of the destination OE.  

For example, Montreal would maintain a log sheet for numbering airmail letter-post dispatches to OE ZURICH 1. It 
might list dispatches as […], 123, 124, 125, so the next dispatch number would be 126. There would be a separate 
log sheet for airmail parcel dispatches to OE ZURICH–URDORF. 

In the mid-1980s, initiatives were undertaken to systemize and automate these concepts, giving rise to a need for 
an OE codification structure. Thus, IMPC codes came into being.  

4 IMPC codes in UPU regulations 

In additional to being an element within standards, IMPC codes have also been incorporated into UPU regulations. 

Article 13-001 (International mail processing centres) of the Convention Regulations defines the purpose of an IMPC 
and the general procedures to be conducted by DOs and the UPU International Bureau (IB) to manage the process 
of registering IMPCs. Paragraph 8 of this article defines the inclusion of IMPC codes on specific UPU forms, as 
follows:  

8 Wherever an IMPC is displayed on a UPU form, its related IMPC code shall be displayed. If the form 
so requires, the following associated information shall also be displayed: 

8.1  IMPC name; 
8.2  code and name of the designated operator responsible for the IMPC. 

Convention Regulations articles pertaining to missing CN 37, CN 38, CN 41 or CN 47 delivery bills and the 
preparation and checking of CN 37, CN 38 or CN 41 delivery bills specifically require IMPC codes to be used in the 
transit process.  

In addition to those regulatory articles that refer directly to IMPC codes, there are regulations that make indirect 
reference to IMPC codes, as follows: 
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Convention Regulations articles pertaining to electronic exchanges to support mail processes:  

– Require DOs to exchange PREDES/RESDES messages, which make extensive use of IMPC codes. This 
linkage between IMPCs via electronic data interchange (EDI) messaging enables the evaluation and 
improvement of leg 21 service, analysis of volumetrics, and significant enhancement of accounting processes. 
(PREDES/RESDES is discussed below in section 10). 

– Specify that, for events in EMSEVT messages (such as EMC (Departure from outward office of exchange) 
and EMD (Arrival at inward office of exchange)), the OE (i.e. IMPC code) is mandatory, despite being 
conditional (optional) within the standard itself. This facilitates measurement, as well as track and trace at 
item level, by delineating between legs 1, 2, and 3. It also facilitates service-based financial settlements based 
on leg 3 performance. 

Convention Regulations articles pertaining to the labelling of mails: 

– State that “the layout and text for labels on all receptacle types shall comply with UPU Technical Standard 
S47 and/or conform to the templates annexed […]”. S47 is based on IMPC codes and IMPC operator codes. 
This enables a precise and standardized method of describing the origin and destination operator and IMPC 
on labels physically handled by postal and carrier staff in virtually all countries, working in many different 
languages.  

Although the term “office of exchange” is still used, the IMPC code terminology has now been incorporated in several 
UPU forms set out in regulations – and this is progressing. 

5 IMPC codes – key information 

The IMPC code structure comprises six alphabetic characters, consisting of a five-character UN/LOCODE2  
followed by an alphabetic character typically assigned sequentially (A, B, C, etc.). As the first two characters of the 
UN/LOCODE are the ISO country code, the same applies to IMPC codes – i.e. characters 1 and 2 define the location 
country. 

Although IMPC codes represent a location, there can be multiple IMPC codes in a single location or building. A DO 
may register separate IMPC codes with the same UN/LOCODE for internal reasons, by means of the sixth character. 
Thus, the IMPC code structure enables the allocation of a separate IMPC code for specific products (i.e. letters, 
parcels, EMS items or for bilateral agreements, etc.) depending on the business need. 

IMPC codes are registered in UPU code lists 108 (open IMPCs), 108c (open and closed IMPCs) and 108d (IMPC 
addresses with restricted access). These lists contain the attributes of the IMPC code. These attributes include the 
IMPC operator code, short and long IMPC and operator names for inclusion on forms, and the category and class 
of the applicable postal products – both inbound (import) and outbound (export). It also includes the function (office 
of exchange, mail unit or both), special type (e.g. extraterritorial office of exchange – ETOE) and any special 
restrictions (e.g. for bilateral use only).  

An IMPC’s function can be either an office of exchange or a mail unit, or both. Logically, an office of exchange 
creates and/or receives postal dispatches (CN 31 Letter bill and PREDES/RESDES). An IMPC that functions as a 
mail unit creates and/or receives postal consignments (CN 38 Delivery bill and PRECON/RESCON, CARDIT, 
RESDIT).  

Code list 108 (IMPC codes – open offices) is intrinsically linked to code list 206 (IMPC operator codes), as defined 
in standard S62. Code list 206 includes the IMPC operator code, short and long names, and the UPU member 
country two-character ISO code. Further details can be found in Annex 1 – Navigating code list 108. 

                                                      
1 Leg 1 of the postal supply chain is from posting to origin IMPC. Leg 2 is from origin IMPC to destination IMPC (i.e. international 
transport). Leg 3 is from destination IMPC to delivery in the destination country. 

2 UN/LOCODES are maintained by the United Nations Economic Council for Europe (UNECE). Those selected for use as an 
element of IMPC codes are typically descriptive (e.g. AUSYD – Sydney, Australia). 
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6 IMPC codes as related to the dispatch concept 

Mail is exchanged between DOs of UPU member countries in accordance with the dispatch concept, as follows: 

– A dispatch series consists of origin IMPC code, destination IMPC code and mail product (category, class and 
subclass); 

– Each dispatch within a dispatch series has a dispatch ID consisting of dispatch series information, the year 
(one character), plus a sequentially assigned dispatch serial number within the year; 

– Each receptacle within a dispatch has the dispatch ID information plus a sequentially assigned receptacle 
number within the dispatch, certain additional operational content information, and the receptacle weight. 
This is the receptacle ID defined in standard S9. It is provided in both human-readable and barcode format 
(including the origin and destination IMPC codes) when used on receptacle labels.  

The IMPC code is an integral component of the dispatch concept. 

An example of these principles is provided in Annex 2 – Dispatch concept and receptacle ID. 

7 Extraterritorial offices of exchange  

In accordance with Convention article 13, extraterritorial offices of exchange are offices of exchange (i.e. IMPCs) 
established for commercial purposes and operated by DOs or under the responsibility of DOs in the territory of a 
member country or territory other than their own, with the objective of drawing business in markets outside their 
respective national territory. 

UPU member countries are not obliged to allow ETOEs to operate within their territory or to accept mail dispatched 
from an ETOE.  

The UPU publishes on its website a document listing the most current position of each member country vis-à-vis 
ETOEs. This document shows whether each country allows ETOEs to operate on its territory, whether it accepts 
mail dispatched from ETOEs in other countries, and any applicable conditions.  

The document, entitled “Current ETOE policies by member country” is available at www.upu.int/en/Members-
Centre/Policies-Regulation/Extra-Territorial-Offices-of-Exchange-(ETOEs).  

The IMPC coding and naming convention for ETOEs is outlined in UPU standard S34, with the objective of 
maximizing recognition of the IMPC as an ETOE. The sixth character of the IMPC code has a specific range, working 
backwards from “Z”, and the name includes a reference to the IMPC being an ETOE. Furthermore, the IMPC 
operator code is embedded in the name. 

For example, IMPC AUSYDZ is an ETOE located in Sydney, Australia (UN/LOCODE AUSYD). It is operated by the 
DO of Germany, Deutsche Post, whose IMPC operator code is DEA. The 12-character name of AUSYDZ is SYD 
ETOE DEA. 

These coding and naming conventions were introduced after ETOEs came into being and, although they have been 
implemented to the greatest extent possible, there are some exceptions. 

ETOE IMPCs are specifically identified on code list 108. In the column entitled “Special type” (in Excel column AD), 
an “E” indicates that the IMPC is an ETOE. 

ETOEs present a number of issues for DOs and other organizations (e.g. airlines and customs organizations) with 
regard to IMPC codes, as follows: 

– Characters 1 and 2 of all IMPC codes represent the IMPC location country. It can thus be wrongly assumed 
that characters 1 and 2 also represent the DO of the location country. In the example above, it could be 
wrongly assumed that AUSYDZ is an IMPC in Sydney operated by Australia Post. This aspect should be 
incorporated in staff training programmes, etc.;  

http://www.upu.int/en/Members-Centre/Policies-Regulation/Extra-Territorial-Offices-of-Exchange-(ETOEs)
http://www.upu.int/en/Members-Centre/Policies-Regulation/Extra-Territorial-Offices-of-Exchange-(ETOEs)
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– Similarly, at item level, standard S10 includes a two-character country code. This is the country code of the 
member country of the origin DO of posting – not the location. In the example above, the S10 country code 
would be DE and it could be wrongly assumed that the item was posted in Germany; 

– When dealing with IMPC codes (e.g. in reports from databases), it is always necessary to link the IMPC code 
with its respective IMPC operator code (e.g. from code list 108); 

– Recently, ETOEs have also highlighted the need for involvement from other organizations and agencies. Mail 
and cargo are subject to separate regulatory regimes. Mail is covered by the UPU regulations applicable to 
UPU member countries, while cargo is covered by the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO), which 
regulates the civil aviation authorities (CAAs) in each country. It is necessary to ensure that the CAAs in 
countries with ETOEs are adequately involved with regard to security and other aspects. 

N.B. – This issue has been taken up by the ICAO–UPU Contact Committee and there is a specific joint action item to “explore 
the intricacies of ETOEs, ensure a robust understanding of the current regulations, and examine the need for future regulations 
from the ICAO perspective” (see POC C 1 PSG ICAO–UPU CC 2022.1–Pres 3 and POC C 1 PSG ICAO–UPU CC 2022.1–
Pres 7b).  

8 Use of IMPC codes on UPU forms 

Although EDI messaging has reduced the extent to which physical forms are used, the UPU maintains an extensive 
list of forms, such as those needed to support operations, customer service, accounting, etc. Many of these involve 
the identification of offices of exchange (IMPC codes) and/or DOs.  

The use of IMPC and IMPC operator codes on such forms enhances precision, simplicity and clarity in 
communications between IMPCs and between DOs. 

The Postal Operations Council (POC) has developed form completion instruction documents (FCDs). Each form for 
which an FCD has been developed has detailed instructions and examples, typically including IMPC and IMPC 
operator codes and names. The FCDs are available at: 

www.upu.int/en/Postal-Solutions/Programmes-Services/Physical-Services/Letter-Post-Forms  

and  

www.upu.int/en/Postal-Solutions/Programmes-Services/Physical-Services/Parcel-Post-Forms   

In effect, FCDs are a means for encouraging the use of IMPC codes and IMPC operator codes on UPU forms, in 
boxes or columns typically captioned as “office of exchange”. 

Some forms have been adjusted, via the regulatory proposal process, to explicitly refer to IMPC operator codes and 
IMPC codes. An example is the CN 31 form (Letter bill), as follows: 

http://www.upu.int/en/Postal-Solutions/Programmes-Services/Physical-Services/Letter-Post-Forms
http://www.upu.int/en/Postal-Solutions/Programmes-Services/Physical-Services/Parcel-Post-Forms
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These forms also comprise the dispatch ID, which includes the origin and destination IMPC codes, in barcode 
format, enabling efficient and accurate data entry at the destination IMPC.   

Thus, the clarity and precision that the use of IMPC operator codes and IMPC codes brings to UPU forms is clearly 
illustrated. 

There are currently 89 forms listed on the UPU website. Of these, 53 refer to “office of exchange” or a similar variant. 
There currently are 31 forms described via FCDs, all of which include the IMPC operator code and of which 21 also 
refer to IMPC codes. 

Annex 3 – UPU forms and IMPC codes – sets out current and potential usage of IMPC codes on UPU forms.  

9 Receptacle labels 

When dealing with EDI messaging, standards, etc., it is easy to overlook the fact that there is a significant physical 
element to the exchange of mail. Of all postal forms, receptacle labels are the most subject to physical handling 
and the rigours of transport. They are handled by postal staff at origin and destination and in transit, and by carrier 
(e.g. airline) staff. Precision, legibility, scannability and durability are critical.  

The origin and destination IMPC codes – in both human-readable and barcode format – are a very important element 
of receptacle labels.  

Annex 4 – Receptacle labels – provides examples of labels after they have endured the rigours of transport. As 
these examples show, there is a degree of variability in the design and content of these labels. However, the 
barcoded receptacle ID and IMPC codes are used universally by virtually all DOs, in both industrialized and 
developing countries, to and from all regions. 

It is evident that IMPC codes and the receptacle ID are key to many postal processes and have been 
successfully implemented within the framework of UPU standards. 
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10 Key standards involving IMPC codes 

Several UPU standards involve IMPC codes. These may encompass both physical encoding, such as on forms, 
and electronic encoding, such as in EDI messaging. 

Some of the most important such standards are as follows: 

– S34 defines the structure of IMPC codes and the IMPC code registration process; 

– S9 defines the receptacle ID that features on all receptacle labels and in many EDI messages. The receptacle 
ID includes the dispatch origin and destination IMPC codes;  

– S47 defines the layout of receptacle labels, including the receptacle ID in both human-readable and barcode 
format; 

– S10 defines the structure and content of the postal item ID, which, in itself, does not contain IMPC codes but 
is linked to EDI messages that do contain IMPC codes; 

– M33 ITMATT is the electronic equivalent of the CN 22 or CN 23 customs declaration form. The ITMATT 
message itself does not contain IMPC codes but, via S10, can be linked to EDI messages that do contain 
IMPC codes; 

– M40 EMSEVT V3 defines item-level tracking EDI message events. There are 25 such events, several of 
which (including the most important) refer to IMPC codes. The use of IMPC codes in EMSEVT V3 delineates 
the three legs. As specified above, leg 1 is from posting to origin IMPC. Leg 2 is from origin IMPC to 
destination IMPC (i.e. international transport). Leg 3 is from destination IMPC to delivery in the destination 
country; 

– M41 PREDES/M13 RESDES is a message set exchanged between origin and destination IMPCs. PREDES 
is the pre-advice of dispatch-level information, including S9 receptacle IDs and S10 item IDs. RESDES is 
electronic confirmation sent back to the origin IMPC, including time of processing (e.g. opening) of each 
receptacle at the destination IMPC; 

– M10 PRECON/M12 RESCON is a message set at consignment level exchanged between origin and 
destination IMPCs operating as mail units. PRECON is the pre-advice of consignment-level information, 
including S9 receptacle IDs. RESCON is electronic confirmation, including the date/time of the arrival of each 
receptacle at the destination IMPC operating as a mail unit; 

– M48 CARDIT/M49 RESDIT is a message set at consignment level exchanged between the origin IMPC and 
carrier (e.g. airline). CARDIT is similar in concept to PRECON, but RESDIT is essentially a receptacle-level 
tracking message from the carrier to the origin DO. 

Annex 5 – UPU standards and IMPC codes – provides a list of all standards that either contain IMPC codes or can 
be linked to IMPC codes. It also contains examples of item-level track and trace, illustrating the application of 
messaging standards as items progress along the supply chain. 

11 Linkages between IMPC codes, EDI messaging and databases 

Extensive EDI messaging takes place among DOs and between DOs and carriers (e.g. airlines). 

DOs may have their own systems and bespoke databases in order to use the data in the messages that they send 
and receive, for many and varied business uses. 

In addition, DOs can access central databases and create reports based on EDI messages copied to the central 
database. 
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These central databases include: 

– QCS (Quality Control System) – managed by the UPU; 

– QCS Mail Big Data – also managed by the UPU; 

– CAPE (Computer-Aided Post through EDI) – managed by International Post Corporation (IPC). 

Each of these central databases has a set of reporting capabilities. From a DO’s perspective, they can be very 
powerful tools, supporting business processes such as service evaluation and improvement, volumetrics analysis, 
customer service (e.g. claims or inquiries) and accounting.  

There are numerous reports available for service assessment. The following example illustrates the type of 
information available from the PREDES/RESDES message set: 

 

One of the key purposes of this report is to monitor the performance of leg 2 from origin to destination IMPC.  

As IMPC codes are a component of PREDES, volumetrics to/from IMPCs can be easily analyzed. For example, the 
following table shows inbound volumes to CAYMQA using the QCS service and volume report: 

 

Such reports can be easily tailored to business needs, by selecting according to direction (outbound or inbound), 
mail class, partner DO, etc. The databases are powerful tools for analysis using IMPC codes.  
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Annex 6 provides an outline of QCS reports focusing on IMPC codes. 

Annex 7 contains an outline of QCS Mail Big Data, also with a focus on IMPC codes. 

General information regarding IPC’s CAPE programme is available at www.ipc.be/services/supply-chain-
integration-services/cape. 

12 Mail security 

The leg 2 component of the supply chain involves the transport of receptacles from the origin IMPC to the destination 
IMPC. From a mail security perspective, it is important for DOs at both origin and destination to ensure that 
receptacles dispatched from the origin IMPC duly arrive at the destination IMPC, and that there are no systemic 
security problems within this component of the supply chain. 

IMPC codes and database reports can be used to identify and analyze this aspect of the supply chain, i.e. the 
RESDES scan rate for each origin-destination IMPC code combination. One such database report is the QCS 
service and volume report, which, as shown below, enables the selection of dispatches containing receptacles that 
have not been RESDES scanned.   

 

The use of such database reports can serve to enhance mail security between origin and destination IMPCs.  

13 Carriers’ usage of IMPC codes 

The use of IMPC codes is not limited to DOs; carriers also make extensive use of IMPC codes. IMPC codes are a 
component of the receptacle ID – in both human-readable and barcode format – which is scanned and used by 
carriers in CARDIT/RESDIT message exchange. They are thus used for DO–carrier operations and accounting. 

Airlines and their ground handlers can use CARDIT message data in the handling of receptacles. Scanning the 
barcode on the receptacle label, which includes IMPC codes, links the receptacle to the consignment. This can, for 
example, serve to identify receptacles that have not been properly consigned. 

IMPC codes can also be used to document the route plan agreed between the origin DO and the carrier. 

http://www.ipc.be/services/supply-chain-integration-services/cape
http://www.ipc.be/services/supply-chain-integration-services/cape
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UPU regulations and agreements between the UPU and the International Air Transport Association (IATA) enable 
airlines to prepare a CN 46 form (substitute delivery bill) to handle abnormal conditions, such as a receptacle arriving 
out-of-course. The CN 46 form is based on information on receptacle labels – most importantly IMPC codes. The 
IMPC codes on receptacle labels are used by airlines whenever a receptacle has been damaged or misrouted, or 
under any other abnormal conditions, to enable precise communication with the origin DO. 

Invoicing between airlines and DOs can make use of origin and destination IMPC codes so as to enable accuracy 
and clarity. 

The extent of the use of EDI messaging – and thus IMPC codes – between DOs and airlines can be seen in the 
IATA–UPU Framework for a Postal Service Agreement that is currently in development between the UPU and IATA 
(see POC C 1 TG IATA–UPU CC 2022.1–Doc 8). 

The same can be said for rail transport, which is currently under development, as indicated in the UPU guidelines 
for establishing an international postal rail transport service (see POC C 1 TG UPU–Rail Forum 2022.1–Doc 6. 
Annex 1). 

As noted in section 7, the issues concerning ETOEs that apply to DOs also apply to airlines and the CAAs of UPU 
member countries. 

14 Customs – IMPC codes 

Currently, the principal documents and EDI messages used by Customs are the CN 22 and CN 23 forms, the S10 
item ID and messages sourced from ITMATT. Thus, IMPC codes are not readily visible to Customs from postal 
sources. In some cases, Customs may receive receptacle IDs from carriers, but this does not link the S10 item ID 
with the receptacle ID. 

Most postal customs operations share a location with a DO at an IMPC. DOs and Customs can use EDI messages 
(ITMATT, PREDES, etc.) collaboratively to track or investigate issues such as items not yet received, volumetrics 
to support staffing levels, or ensuring a focus on specific origins.   

The Global Postal Model (GPM) includes a future data flow (flow 6) from the destination DO to the destination 
Customs, based on the PREDES message from origin DO to destination DO linking the S10 item ID to the receptacle 
ID. This flow will enhance the Customs’ ability to plan and manage customs operations once the business processes 
have been defined. 

The Kyoto Convention Guidelines to Specific Annex J – Chapter 2 – Postal traffic (available on the UPU website at  
www.upu.int/en/Postal-Solutions/Programmes-Services/Postal-Supply-Chain/Customs) states that “customs 
offices may be set up at postal offices of exchange, which are responsible for exchanging postal consignments with 
the appropriate foreign postal services”. Indeed, this is the most common arrangement between DOs and Customs. 
Thus, in many cases, the IMPC code can be used to determine the location of the Customs operation. 

Furthermore, several M40 EMSEVT V3 events showing the movement of mail items to/from Customs include the 
IMPC code.  

With regard to Customs (and also ICAO, which regulates CAAs), ETOEs present a special case. This is covered in 
the section on ETOEs. 

It is worth noting that, at present, the UPU’s Customs Declaration System (CDS) does not include GPM data flow 6, 
i.e. the sending of the receptacle ID and item ID list from the destination DO (based on PREDES messages from 
the origin DO) to the destination Customs. Furthermore, GPM data flow 8 entails the provision of manifest data by 
airlines to destination Customs. The manifest is based, in part, on receptacle IDs in the CARDIT sent by the origin 
DO to the airline. In both cases, the receptacle IDs include IMPC codes, which may include receptacles from ETOEs. 
Thus, it may be necessary for Customs (as is the case for DOs) to be aware that the country code of the IMPC in 
the receptacle ID may not be that of the member country of the DO. Also, unlike the ETOE IMPC code, the country 
code used in an S10 identifier is that of the UPU member country of the DO in question. This implies that the country 
code at the end of an S10 identifier cannot be used as a reliable indicator of the geographic origin of an item. Thus, 
an item posted with country code suffix “DE” could be wrongly thought to be posted in Germany, when in fact it was 
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posted in Australia. This aspect regarding ETOEs may become more relevant as the data flows progress and as 
the UPU, IATA, ICAO and World Customs Organization (WCO) further develop processes in line with the pre-
loading advance cargo information (PLACI) programme. 

15 Transit  

Freedom of transit is a key principle of the UPU. It is the means by which the concept of the single postal territory 
is achieved, enabling a person in any member country to reliably send mail to an addressee in any other member 
country, regardless of the countries involved. 

The planning, operation and accounting of these transit operations are facilitated, significantly, by the use of IMPC 
codes.  

How does this work? 

Most DOs generally have sufficient mail volumes for dispatch to many partner DOs on a regular and frequent basis, 
with the origin DO planning the end-to-end transport without the involvement of a transit DO. This scenario typically 
accounts for the majority of mail volumes from the origin DO. These are called closed dispatches, which may involve 
direct transport or transhipment by carriers.  

An origin DO may have sufficient volumes to prepare closed dispatches to many partner DOs on a regular and 
frequent basis, but lack the transport logistics to ensure reliable service. In this case, the origin DO may liaise with 
an intermediate (transit) DO to facilitate transportation to the destination DO. This is called closed transit, whereby 
the receptacles dispatched to a partner DO are consigned and transported to a transit DO for inclusion along with 
the transit DO’s receptacles to the final DO in a consignment created by the transit DO.  

There may also be many other destination DOs to which there are insufficient volumes to enable regular or frequent 
closed, or even closed transit, dispatches. This may be the case for a significant number of destination DOs but, 
overall, this typically accounts for a relatively small proportion of an origin DO’s mail volumes. In this scenario, 
known as transit à découvert or open transit, the origin DO may liaise with an intermediate (transit) DO to arrange 
for mail to the destination DO to be included in the same receptacles as mail destined for the transit DO. The transit 
DO then includes the mail from the origin DO in its own receptacles to the destination DO.  

Diagrams of the closed transit and transit à découvert scenarios are provided at the end of this section.  

Closed transit and transit à découvert are key to the concept of the single postal territory, as they enable mail to 
flow from origin to destination, even in cases where volumes are low and/or transport options are limited.  

IMPC codes are used in transit as follows: 

– For closed transit, the origin and destination IMPC codes are included in the receptacle ID in the PRECON 
message to the transit DO and in barcode format on the receptacle label. On arrival, the transit DO can scan 
the receptacle ID on the label to ascertain origin, destination and weight for operations and accounting 
purposes, and to send confirmation of arrival back to the origin DO via the RESCON message; 

– The CN 69 accounting form uses IMPC codes; 

– For both closed transit and transit à découvert, the origin DO can use the QCS CN 68 inbound dispatch series 
report. This report shows which origin DOs dispatch to the destination, and the frequency, mail class and, 
importantly, IMPC code. This can assist the origin IMPC in liaising with potential transit DOs to plan transit 
operations, e.g. for low-volume destinations. 

– The example below, using destination operator BTA (Bhutan Post), shows the origin DOs that prepare closed 
dispatches to Bhutan, including the frequency, mail category, class and origin IMPC codes. 
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As can be seen in this example, INA (India Post) IMPC code INDELA sends frequent letter-post dispatches (24 in 
October 2022) to BTA (Bhutan Post) IMPC code BTTHIA. Similarly, JPA (Japan Post) JPTYOH sent 20 such 
dispatches. Thus, it may be appropriate for an origin DO to liaise with India Post and/or Japan Post for letter-post 
transit to Bhutan Post.  
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Diagrams showing transit scenarios 
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16 UPU publications and forums 

The Letter and Parcel Post Compendia provide a means to publish zoned service standards and other important 
information by IMPC code, thus enhancing clarity for partner DOs. Some examples include: 

 
The Statistics and Accounting Guide makes extensive use of IMPC codes and IMPC operator codes in examples 
of completed forms. This enhances clarity and precision. 
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The 2022 Integrated Index for Postal Development (2IPD) uses PREDES data to determine “reach”, i.e. the level 
of postal connectivity of a country with the rest of the world from an outbound perspective. As PREDES is a message 
sent from origin to destination, including IMPC codes and mail class, and is mandatory (according to UPU 
regulations), it can be used to determine the destinations to which each origin DO has closed dispatches.   

Extract from the 2022 2IPD: 

“Postal reach is the second main component of the 2IPD scoring system. Millions of EDI messages related to 
international postal dispatch information (PREDES) undergo a statistical process and treatment similar to the one 
applied for the postal reliability component.” 

The UPU’s Global Monitoring System (GMS) is used to track test letters (which do not have S10 item IDs) and to 
determine their expected and actual delivery times, from the moment of handover to the DO at an airmail unit (AMU) 
or OE until the moment of delivery to the recipient. Each test letter contains a radio frequency identification (RFID) 
tag, which is read by suitable readers installed at the AMU or OE. Data from the readers, together with information 
on final delivery to the recipient, enables the precise actual delivery time to be determined. This can be used to 
calculate the quality of service component of terminal dues between DOs. 

In order to identify the RFID readers at offices of exchange, the IMPC code is used insofar as possible. Where 
multiple readers within a facility are required, each reader may be identified by the location component of the IMPC 
code by means of the sixth character, so that each reader is uniquely identified. 

Example: 

This use of IMPC codes within GMS also facilitates clarity within communications. An example of the communication 
of GMS changes can be seen in POC C 2 QLUG 2021.4–Doc 2, an extract of which is reproduced below (IMPC 
codes highlighted): 

– Approval of request by Italy regarding the use of RPs 1 to 16 and 101 to 107 as Customs IN and OUT gates 
for QS Link purposes at the new Malpensa 2 CSI (ITMXPB) border agency (BA) OE (request G);  

– Approval of request by Malta regarding the use of RP 1 as Customs IN, RP 2 as Customs OUT and RP 3 as 
TD gate at the Valletta OE (MTMARA). Furthermore, Malta Post is required to install a control reading point 
(CRP) unit inside the mail processing building (request H);  

– Approval of request by France regarding the relocation of customs gate RP 55@155 at Roissy PIAC OE 
(FRROIC) from the date of request (request J);  

– Approval of request by New Zealand regarding the relocation of OE and BA activities to a new facility in 
Auckland (NZAKLA) (request K);  

IMPC 
IMPC IMPC 
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– Approval of request by Switzerland regarding the validation of BA gate RPs 211, 239 and 240 as Customs 
OUT at the Zurich Mülligen OE (CHZRHB) (request L);  

– Approval of request by Finland regarding a new AMU and the validation of TD gates at Rahtitie (FIHELC) 
(request N);  

– Approval of request by Finland regarding the relocation of OE and BA activities to a new facility and validation 
of new TD gates at the Tikkurilantie Logistics Centre (FIHELA) (request O). 

17 Communication of information regarding IMPCs – IB circulars 

In addition to the IMPC code list, DOs can communicate information about their IMPCs to other DOs via the IB 
circular process. Information published in circulars may include changes to IMPC status (opening, closure, etc.), or 
the postcodes or products applicable to each IMPC. Such circulars may contain additional information that is not 
available on the IMPC code list. 

The IB circular system is the mechanism by which DOs should communicate changes to its nodes (i.e. IMPC 
locations) in the international postal network that may have an impact for all other DOs. It is important that each 
DO implement a procedure to recognize and review IB circulars that may (or may not) require adjustments 
to its systems or processes. 

As the table below illustrates, IB circulars relating to IMPCs represent a relatively small proportion of the total number 
of IB circulars, and the number is even lower when Emergency Information System (EmIS) messages – which serve 
to notify DOs of suspensions of services – are taken into account. It should be noted that the EmIS mechanism is 
not typically used to communicate operational network/IMPC changes, but rather to advise of temporary conditions 
affecting mail operations. 

Year Total number of IB 
circulars 

Number of IB circulars 
with DO or IMPC 

references 

Total number of EmIS 
messages 

2022 211 22 218 

2021 211 17 304 

2020 218 14 654 

2019 210 13 161 

The content and significance of the information provided in these IB circulars can be quite variable. In some cases, 
there is no need for action on the part of DOs receiving the circular. In other cases, the change may be significant 
and DOs may need to adjust their dispatch system tables, plan alternative transportation, notify staff, etc.  

Annex 8 contains two tables illustrating the type of information provided in these IB circulars. In order to ensure that 
all types of information are included, the tables span a lengthy period, namely from 2019 to 2022. This also 
“bookends” the COVID pandemic. The tables are as follows: 

– A summary table showing basic information about each IB circular; 

– A table showing the content of the IB circulars in question. This table can be browsed to gain an appreciation 
of the degree of variability in the circulars, the wording, etc. As can be seen, some circulars are clear and 
precise, and others are less so.  
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18 Summary and conclusion 

IMPC codes have proven to be a very successful tool within the UPU and even with other organizations, such as 
IATA. 

They provide a precise and descriptive means to identify, manage, measure and communicate regarding nodes 
within the international postal network. 

They are an integral component in the management of the postal supply chain. 

 

Although there are some issues concerning ETOEs, which are currently under review within UPU forums involving 
IATA and ICAO, the universal adoption of IMPC codes by UPU member countries, DOs and partners (e.g. airlines) 
provides a successful foundation and opportunities for the UPU to achieve further improvements, such as service 
performance, business efficiencies, etc. 
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Annex 1 
 

Navigating code list 108 

Code list 108, which defines IMPC codes, is a very important UPU publication with which DOs must be familiar. It 
is accessible on the UPU website at: 

www.upu.int/en/Postal-Solutions/Programmes-Services/Standards#international-mail-processing-centres . 

Click on Standards Code List Management System (SCMS). 

Scroll to code list 108 and click on International Mail Processing Centre (IMPC) codes – open offices. The initial 
page shows the date of the last update, as well as a link to a description of the headings in PDF format.  

The code list can be browsed directly or downloaded in Excel, fixed text or tab formats. Excel is recommended. In 
order to facilitate scrolling and selection within Excel, it is recommended to: 

With the cursor on cell A1, select Data -> Filter. 
 

 

Then, moving the cursor to cell B2, select View -> 
Freeze Panes. 

 

The filter setting enables selection based on specific values in each column. For example, filtering on a specific 
IMPC operator code (column F) will provide a list of all IMPC codes for that operator. 

The freeze panes setting facilitates scrolling, keeping the column headings and IMPC code visible and scrolling 
right. 

Code list 108c contains all IMPC code registrations and can be used, for example, to view the history of a specific 
IMPC code. Code list 108d, which is available to registered users, shows the address and longitude/latitude of the 
IMPC. 

Code list 108 (IMPC codes) is intrinsically linked to code list 206 (IMPC operator codes), as defined in standard 
S62. Code list 206 includes the IMPC operator code and short and long names, as well as the UPU member country 
two-character ISO code (when the IMPC operator is that of a territory belonging to a UPU member country). For 
example, the IMPC operator code for Bermuda Post Office is BMA and the UPU member country code is GB. 

Typically, IMPC operator codes for DOs are the ISO two-character country code, followed by the letter A. However, 
there are exceptions. 

A DO can request a letter other than A. For example, the code for Royal Gibraltar Post Office is GIB, corresponding 
to the three-character ISO code for Gibraltar. Furthermore, there currently are two UPU member countries with 
multiple DOs; the DOs of Bosnia and Herzegovina (ISO code BA) have codes BAA, BAB and BAC, and those of 
Kyrgyzstan (ISO code KG) have codes KGA and KGB. 

The linkage between IMPC codes and IMPC operator codes is also relevant to ETOEs, as described in the relevant 
section of this document.  

http://www.upu.int/en/Postal-Solutions/Programmes-Services/Standards#international-mail-processing-centres
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Annex 2 
 

Dispatch concept and receptacle ID 

One of the most frequent usages of IMPC codes is the receptacle ID, which must feature on all receptacle labels in 
both human-readable and barcode format.  

The image below depicts a typical receptacle label from Switzerland to Canada. The receptacle ID is CHZRHC 
CAYTOA ACN 2 0176 003 10 0180 (IMPC codes are highlighted). 
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Receptacle ID 
The following is an example of the elements of the receptacle ID from standard S9, with the text slightly modified for illustrative purposes. It shows the dispatch series, the 
dispatch ID and the receptacle ID with the IMPC codes highlighted 

Entity name and example Data element name UPU reference or content definition  Position 
Length Format Example 

S9
 R

ec
ep

ta
cl

e 
Id

en
tif

ie
r 

 
C

H
ZR

H
C

 C
AY

TO
A 

AC
N

 2
 0

17
6 

00
3 

10
 0

18
0 

 
S8

 D
is

pa
tc

h-
ID

 
 

C
H

ZR
H

C
 C

AY
TO

A 
AC

N
 2

 0
17

6 

D
is

pa
tc

h-
Se

rie
s 

 
C

H
ZR

H
C

 C
AY

TO
A 

AC
N

 
 International mail 

processing centre (IMPC) of 
origin – code The origin and destination IMPC codes must be in UPU 

code list 108 

1–6 
6 Alpha CHZRHC 

IMPC of destination – code 7–12 
6 Alpha CAYTOA 

D
is

pa
tc

h-
Ty

pe
 

 
AC

N
 

Mail category code Must be in UPU code list 115  13 
1 Alpha A 

Mail sub-class 
code 
(dispatch-level) 

Mail class 
code Must be in UPU code list 117 (The 1st character of the mail 

sub-class is the mail class code - defined in code list 116.)  
14–15 
2 Alpha  CN 2nd character 

of mail sub-
class 

  Dispatch-year Last digit of calendar year,  
e.g. 2 – 1992, 2002, 2012, 2022,2032. 

16 
1 Numeric 2 

Dispatch-number 

Numeric (0001-9999). For each dispatch-series, the dispatch–
number is initialized (typically to 0001) for the 1st dispatch of 
the calendar year and is incremented by one for each 
subsequent dispatch throughout the year. 

17–20 
4 Numeric 0176 

 Receptacle serial number  Numeric (001-999). This is the number of the receptacle within 
the dispatch.  

21–23 
3 Numeric 003 

Highest numbered receptacle 
indicator (unless bilaterally 
agreed to use an alternative) 

0 – No.   
1 – Yes.   
9 – No information is available in the bar code 

24 
1 Numeric 1 

Registered/insured indicator 
(unless bilaterally agreed to 
use an alternative) 

0 – No. 
1 – Yes.   
9 – No information is available in the barcode 

25 
1 Numeric 0 

Receptacle weight Gross weight in 1/10 kilos. The decimal is not included. (If this 
weight exceeds 999.8 kg, then the value 9999 is included). 

26–29 
4 Numeric 0180 

29 char 20 char 15 char 3 char     
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PREDES message with IMPC codes highlighted (origin, destination) 

The following image shows the PREDES message applicable to the above receptacle label with the IMPC codes 
highlighted. It is an example of an EDI message using the dispatch concept principles. It also shows the nesting of 
item IDs within PREDES. 

UNB+UNOA:2+CH101:UP+CA101COPY:C1+221006:0902+INTREF00105524' 
UNH+MESREF1+PREDES:D:06A:UP:PRED21' 
BGM++CHZRHCCAYTOAACN20176+9 .............................................................. S8 dispatch-ID (origin destination) 
DTM+164:2210060747:201' 
DTM+353:221006:101' 
TDT+20+1197+4++LH::3' 
DTM+189:2210061805:201' 
DTM+232:2210061905:201' 
LOC+5+ZRH::3' 
LOC+13+FRA::3' 
TDT+20+470+4++LH::3' 
DTM+189:2210071350:201' 
DTM+232:2210071620:201' 
LOC+5+FRA::3' 
LOC+7+YYZ::3' 
EQD+PWN' 
EQN+000007' 
MEA+WT+AAD+KGM:45.8' 
EQD+Z01' 
EQN+3' 
CNI+001+CHZRHCCAYTOAACN20176001000171' ...................................................................... S9 receptacle-ID 
SGP+BG' 
MEA+WT+AAB+KGM:17.1' 
MEA+CT+CT+NMB:2' 
GID++::::CF119773733CH' ........................................................................................................ nested S10 item-ID3 
MEA+WT+AAA+KGM:3.500' 
GID++::::CF119776876CH' 
MEA+WT+AAA+KGM:12.080' 
CNI+002+CHZRHCCAYTOAACN20176002000107'  ..................................................................... S9 receptacle-ID 
SGP+BG' 
MEA+WT+AAB+KGM:10.7' 
MEA+CT+CT+NMB:3' 
GID++::::CE605397656CH' 
MEA+WT+AAA+KGM:0.900' 
GID++::::CF119733425CH' 
MEA+WT+AAA+KGM:1.203' 
GID++::::CF119778245CH' 
MEA+WT+AAA+KGM:3.141' 
CNI+003+CHZRHCCAYTOAACN20176003100180' .............................. S9 receptacle-ID (label on previous page) 
SGP+BG' 
MEA+WT+AAB+KGM:18.0' 
MEA+CT+CT+NMB:2' 
FTX+DOC' 
GID++::::CE725494354CH' 
MEA+WT+AAA+KGM:7.800' 
GID++::::CF119771304CH' 
MEA+WT+AAA+KGM:9.795' 
UNT+47+MESREF1' 
UNZ+1+INTREF00105524' 

                                                      
3 CF119773733CH and CF119776876CH are two postal items “nested” in receptacle CHZRHCCAYTOAACN 20176001000171 
with origin and destination IMPC codes CHZRHC and CAYTOA. With this nesting, whenever the receptacle-ID is scanned, such 
as in RESDIT or RESDES scans, the attributes of the receptacle-level scan (e.g. IMPC code, date/time) can also be linked to 
the nested item-IDs – such as in track and trace queries or other reporting. 
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Annex 3 
 

UPU forms and IMPC codes 

The following table lists all UPU forms. The IMPC column indicates whether the term “office of exchange” or “IMPC” 
appears on the form. The FCD column indicates whether a form completion instruction document has been 
developed for the form.  

As noted in section 8, there currently are 89 forms listed on the UPU website. Of these, 53 refer to “office of 
exchange” or a similar variant. There are currently 31 forms described via FCDs, all of which include the IMPC 
operator code and of which 21 also refer to IMPC codes. 

Form number and name/ 
description 

Reference to OE (i.e. IMPC) 
or to DO  

IMPC FCD Comments 

CN 01 International reply 
coupon 

    

CN 02bis  Detailed statement 
Reply coupons 

Creditor DO 
DO which issued the reply 
coupons 

   

CN 03  Detailed statement 
Reply coupons 
exchanged 

DO and postal address    

CN 03bis  Recapitulative 
statement 
Reply coupons 

Creditor DO 
Debtor DO 
DO which issued the coupons 
DO which exchanged the 
coupons 

   

CN 04  Labels for  
CN 05bis  registered, 
CN 06 recorded delivery 

and insured 
delivery items  

    

CN 07  Advice of 
receipt/of 
delivery/of 
payment/of entry 

DO of origin    

CN 08  Inquiry DO of origin 
Dispatching OE 
OE of destination 
DO of destination 

IMPC  IMPC codes are used to 
establish the location of the 
last event registered for the 
item. 

CN 08bis  Receipt for CN 08 
inquiry lodged 

    

CN 09  Statement of IBRS 
items sent 

Dispatching DO 
DO of destination 
Dispatching OE 
OE of destination 

IMPC FCD IMPC codes are drawn from 
CN 31 (Letter bill) and are 
used to support accounting 
of IBRS items. 

CN 10  Recapitulative 
statement of IBRS 
items 

Dispatching DO 
DO of destination 
Office of origin 
Office of destination 

IMPC FCD  IMPC codes are used to 
summarize the CN 09 
statements for annual 
accounting.  

CN 11 Franking note     
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Form number and name/ 
description 

Reference to OE (i.e. IMPC) 
or to DO  

IMPC FCD Comments 

CN 12  Detailed monthly 
account 
Customs, etc., 
charges 

Creditor DO 
Debtor DO 

   

CN 13  Report 
Information about 
a seized postal 
item 

DO initiating the report 
DO to which the report is 
directed 
Dispatching OE 
Destination OE 

IMPC  IMPC codes are used to 
identify the dispatch 
containing the seized postal 
item. 

CN 14  Collective 
envelope 
Redirection of 
letter-post items 

DO of origin    

CN 15  Return label     
CN 16 Special list 

Insured items 
DOs of origin and destination 
Origin OE and IMPC code 
Destination OE and IMPC 
code 

IMPC FCD IMPC codes are used to 
identify the dispatch 
containing the insured items 
for operational control 
purposes. The totals are 
posted on to CN 31 (Letter 
bill) for accounting. 
(CN 16, CN 33, CN 31, CN 32 and 
CP 87 all use a common format 
consistent with standards such as 
PREDES.)  

CN 17  Request – 
withdrawal, 
correction of 
address, 
cancellation or 
alternation of COD 
amount 

DO of origin 
Dispatching OE 
OE of destination 

IMPC  IMPC codes are used to 
identify the dispatch in which 
the item in question was 
sent. 

CN 18  Declaration 
concerning non-
receipt (or receipt) 
of a postal item 

DO    

CN 19  Detailed account 
IBRS charges 

Creditor DO 
Debtor DO 

 FCD   

CN 20  Statement  
IBRS charges 

DO 
DO preparing the statement 

   

CN 21  Advice  
Redirection of a 
CN 08 form 

DO of origin 
DO of origin of the inquiry 
Dispatching OE 
OE of destination 

IMPC   

CN 22  Customs 
declaration  

DO    

CN 23  Customs 
declaration 

DO    

CN 24  Report 
(irregularities in 
respect of insured 
letter-post items 
and postal 
parcels) 

DO 
Dispatching office 
Office of destination 

IMPC   
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Form number and name/ 
description 

Reference to OE (i.e. IMPC) 
or to DO  

IMPC FCD Comments 

CN 25 Bundle label 
(items à 
découvert) 

CN 26  Bundle label 

Dispatching DO 
Dispatching office 
Office of destination 

IMPC   

CN 27  Table  
Routes and 
methods of 
transmission of 
insured items  

DO    

CN 29  COD label 
CN 29bis  Label for COD 

items 

    

CN 31  Letter bill 
 Exchange of mails 
CN 32  Letter bill 
  Bulk mail 
CN 33  Special list 

Registered items 

DOs of origin and destination 
Origin OE and IMPC code 
Destination OE and IMPC 
code 

IMPC FCD  
 

IMPC codes, as part of the 
dispatch ID, are used to 
identify the dispatch, for both 
operational control and 
accounting. (CN 16, CN 33, 
CN 31, CN 32 and CP 87 all use a 
common format consistent with 
standards such as PREDES.)  

CN 34  Receptacle label – 
surface mail 

CN 35  Receptacle label – 
airmail 

CN 36  Receptacle label – 
Surface airlifted 
(S.A.L.) mail 

From 
To 
Receptacle ID 

IMPC  IMPC codes, in both human-
readable and barcode 
format, are used to identify 
the origin and destination of 
the receptacle for handling 
by origin, transit and 
destination postal operators 
and carriers.  

CN 37 Delivery bill 
Surface mail 

CN 38  Delivery bill  
 Airmail 
CN 41  Delivery bill 

Surface airlifted 
(S.A.L.) mail 

DO of origin 
OE of origin of the bill 
Office of destination of the bill 
Entry: 
Office of origin 
Office of destination 

IMPC  IMPC codes are used to 
identify the contents of the 
consignment, at receptacle 
level, on handover from the 
origin DO to the carrier or 
from the carrier to the 
destination DO. It is the 
UPU-defined delivery bill that 
identifies the consignment as 
mail (as opposed to cargo). 
The delivery bill may be 
used for accounting between 
the origin DO and the carrier.  

CN 42 Direct 
transhipment label 

    

CN 43  Verification note VN originator: 
DO 
Office code and name 
VN destination: 
DO 
Office code and name 

IMPC FCD IMPC codes are used to 
identify the dispatch with the 
anomaly described in the 
verification note.   

CN 44  Trial note Dispatching DO 
Dispatching office 
Office of destination 

IMPC  IMPC codes are used to 
identify the dispatch to which 
the trial note relates.    
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Form number and name/ 
description 

Reference to OE (i.e. IMPC) 
or to DO  

IMPC FCD Comments 

CN 45  Transmission 
envelope for 
CN 38, CN 41 and 
CN 47 bills 

Airport of offloading    

CN 46  Substitute delivery 
bill 

Airline originating substitute 
bill 
Airport of origin of substitute 
bill 
DO of origin of mails 
Entry: 
Office of origin 
Office of destination 

IMPC  The IMPC codes from 
receptacle labels are used to 
identify anomalies, such as 
misrouted receptacles, for 
operational control between 
origin DO and airlines.     

CN 47  Delivery bill  
 Mails of empty 

receptacles 

DO of origin 
Office of origin of the bill 
Office of destination 
DO to which receptacles 
belong 
Entry: 
Office of origin 
Office of destination 

IMPC  IMPC codes are used to 
identify the contents of the 
consignment of empty 
receptacles (e.g. empty 
bags) on handover from the 
origin DO to the carrier or 
from the carrier to the 
destination DO. 

CN 48  Statement 
Amounts due in 
respect of 
indemnity 

Creditor DO 
Debtor DO 
office of origin 
Destination 

IMPC  IMPC codes are used to 
support accounting of 
indemnities. 

CN 51  Detailed account 
Transit charges 

Creditor DO 
Debtor DO 

   

CN 52  General account DO preparing the account 
Corresponding DO 
Name of creditor DO 

   

CN 53  Statement of 
sampling 

Origin: 
DO 
Office 
Destination: 
DO 
Office 

IMPC FCD IMPC codes are used to 
document the sampling 
results at receptacle level for 
terminal dues accounting. 

CN 54  Recapitulative 
statement of 
sampling 

Origin DO 
Destination DO 
Origin office 
Destination office 

IMPC FCD IMPC codes are used for CN 
54, which is a summary of 
CN 53s and used for 
terminal dues accounting. 

CN 54bis  Annual 
recapitulative 
statement of 
sampling 

Origin DO 
Destination DO 

 FCD  

CN 55  Statement of mails Origin: 
DO 
Office 
Destination: 
DO 
Office 

IMPC FCD The IMPC codes from CN 31 
(Letter bill) are used to 
determine mail volumes as 
the basis for terminal dues 
accounting.  

CN 56  Recapitulative 
statement of mails 

Origin DO 
Destination DO 
Origin office 
Destination office  

IMPC FCD The IMPC codes from CN 55 
are used for this summary 
for terminal dues accounting.  
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Form number and name/ 
description 

Reference to OE (i.e. IMPC) 
or to DO  

IMPC FCD Comments 

CN 57 Account  
Bulk mail received 

Origin DO 
Destination DO 
Origin office 
Destination office 

IMPC FCD The IMPC codes from CN 32 
(Letter bill. Bulk mail) are 
used to determine bulk mail 
volumes as the basis for 
terminal dues accounting. 

CN 57bis  Final account  
Bulk mail 

Origin DO 
Destination DO 

 FCD  

CN 60  Detailed account 
Supplementary 
remuneration 
programme 
quarterly 
statement 

Origin DO  
Destination DO  

 FCD  

CN 61  Detailed account 
Terminal dues 

Creditor DO 
Debtor DO 

 FCD  

CN 62  Detailed account 
Transit charges – 
surface mail 

Creditor DO 
Debtor DO 
DO of destination of mails 

 FCD  

CN 62bis  Detailed account 
Additional sea 
transit charges 

Creditor DO 
Debtor DO 

   

CN 64  Statement 
Terminal dues 

DO 
DO preparing the statement 

   

CN 64bis  Detailed statement 
Quality of Service 
Fund 

Registered office of issuing 
organization 
Debtor DO 
Corresponding DO 
DO preparing the statement 

   

CN 64ter  Detailed statement 
Quality of Service 
Fund 

Registered office of issuing 
organization 
Debtor DO 

   

CN 65  Bill 
 Weight of missent 

and à découvert 
items 

Dispatching DO 
Dispatching OE 
OE of destination 
DO of destination 

IMPC FCD IMPC codes are used to 
determine the dispatch ID 
and volumes of missent or à 
découvert items for 
accounting.  

CN 66  Statement of 
weights 
Airmails and 
S.A.L. mails 

DO reforwarding the mails 
OE reforwarding the mails 
DO dispatching the mails 
Dispatching office 
Office of destination 

IMPC  IMPC codes are used to 
identify the receptacles 
forwarded in closed transit 
for accounting. 

CN 67  Statement of 
weights  
À découvert 
priority/airmail 
items 
À découvert non-
priority/surface 
items 

DO preparing the form 
DO of destination 
OE of destination of mails 
DO dispatching the mails 
OE dispatching the mails 

IMPC FCD IMPC codes are used to 
summarize CN 65 bills for 
accounting of à découvert 
items.  
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Form number and name/ 
description 

Reference to OE (i.e. IMPC) 
or to DO  

IMPC FCD Comments 

CN 69  Statement of 
closed transit mail 

Form prepared by 
Mail owner 
Transit DO 
Destination DO 
Origin office 
Destination office 

IMPC FCD IMPC codes are used for 
accounting of receptacles in 
closed transit.  

CN 70  Consignment 
security 
declaration 

Origin 
Destination 

  (Note: Model form not in document 
database)  

CN 71  Quarterly account 
Non-sampled mail 
flows received 

Form prepared by: 
Origin DO 
Destination DO 

 FCD  

CN 71bis  Final account 
 Non-sampled mail 

flows received 

Form prepared by: 
Origin DO 
Destination DO 

 FCD  

CN 72 Statement  
 Return of 

undeliverable 
items 

Origin DO 
Destination DO 
Transport details: 

Origin 
Destination  

Dispatch ID  

IMPC FCD IMPC codes are used to 
support the accounting of 
returned undeliverable letter 
post.  

CN 73 Account 
Return of 
undeliverable 
items 

Origin DO 
Destination DO 
 

 FCD  

CP 71  Dispatch note DO    
CP 72 Manifold set DO    
CP 73  Parcel label 
CP 74  Insured parcel 

label 

    

CP 75  Summarized 
account  

DO preparing account 
Dispatching DO of parcels 
Origin office 
Destination office 
Creditor DO  

IMPC FCD  IMPC codes are used to 
support the accounting of 
inward land rates for parcels. 
(Note: Model form in document 
database differs from FCD). 

CP 77  Statement of 
charges 

DO of origin 
OE of origin 

IMPC  IMPC codes of origin are 
used to support charges for 
return parcels.  

CP 78  Verification note VN originator: 
DO 
Office code and name 
VN destination: 
DO 
Office code and name 
Dispatching OE 
OE of destination 

IMPC FCD IMPC codes are used to 
identify the dispatch with the 
anomaly described in the 
verification note.   

CP 81  Table 
  Surface parcels 

DO 
Country of destination 

 FCD The country of destination is 
indicated using the ISO two-
character country code and 
ISO name. 

CP 82  Table 
  Air parcels 

DO 
Country of destination 

 FCD The country of destination is 
indicated using the ISO two-
character country code and 
ISO name. 
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Form number and name/ 
description 

Reference to OE (i.e. IMPC) 
or to DO  

IMPC FCD Comments 

CP 83  Receptacle label 
for surface parcel 
mail 

CP 84  Receptacle label 
for air parcel mail 

CP 85 Receptacle label 
for S.A.L. parcel 
mail 

From 
To 
Receptacle ID 

IMPC  IMPC codes, in both human-
readable and barcode 
format, are used to identify 
the origin and destination of 
the receptacle for handling 
by origin, transit and 
destination Posts and 
carriers. 

CP 87  Parcel bill DOs of origin and destination 
Origin OE and IMPC code 
Destination OE and IMPC 
code 

IMPC FCD IMPC codes, as part of the 
dispatch ID, are used to 
identify the dispatch, for both 
operational control and 
accounting. (CN 16, CN 33, CN 
31, CN 32 and CP 87 all use a 
common format consistent with 
standards such as PREDES.)  

CP 88  Special parcel bill 
Payment of rates 
due for the transit 
of parcels 

Dispatching OE 
Intermediate OE 
Transit DO 
Office of destination of the 
mail 

IMPC  IMPC codes are used for 
accounting of parcel 
receptacles in closed transit. 

CP 91  Envelope for 
CP 92 transmission of 

dispatch note, 
customs, etc., 
documents 

    

CP 94  Statement of 
amounts due 

DO of office preparing the 
statement 
OE of destination of the mail 
Dispatching DO 
Dispatching OE of the mail 

IMPC FCD IMPC codes are used for 
accounting of inward land 
rates for parcels.  

CP 94bis  Statement of 
amounts due with 
weight brackets 

Origin: 
DO 
Office 
Destination: 
DO 
Office  

IMPC FCD IMPC codes are used for 
accounting of inward land 
rates for parcels, where 
inward land rates are based 
on weight categories (e.g. 0–
2 kg, 2–5 kg, 5–30 kg). 

CP 95  COD label     
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Annex 4 
 

Receptacle labels  
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Annex 5 
 

UPU standards and IMPC codes 

The following table includes standards that either contain IMPC codes or can be linked to IMPC codes. For each 
standard, the status is 0 (working draft), 1 (tested draft) or 2 (POC-approved).  

This annex also lists the EMSEVT V3 events and provides some item trace histories to illustrate the relationship 
between standards.  

Standard 
(status) 

Name  
(code list reference) 

Summary of function 

S34 
(2) 

Registration of international mail processing 
centres (CLs 108, 108c and 108d) 

Defines the structure, processes and attributes 
related to IMPC codes. Code list 108 links IMPC 
codes to DO codes (see S62). 

S62 
(0) 

International mail processing centres: 
assignment and use of operator codes (CL 206) 

Defines the structure, processes and attributes 
related to IMPC operator codes.  

S8 
(2) 

Postal dispatch identifier Defines the postal dispatch identifier, which 
includes origin and destination IMPC codes and 
is included in M41 PREDES V2.1 and M13 
RESDES. This identifier is also included in both 
human-readable and barcode format on 
dispatch-level forms (e.g. CN 31 Letter bill).  

S9 
(2) 

Postal receptacle identifier Defines the postal receptacle identifier, which 
includes the S8 identifier, which itself includes 
origin and destination IMPC codes. The S9 
identifier is included in messages and in human-
readable and barcode format on all postal 
receptacle labels. 

S47 
(1) 

Postal receptacle labels Defines the data content and layout of the 
physical label. The label includes the S9 
receptacle ID, which includes origin and 
destination IMPC codes in human-readable and 
barcode format. It also includes the origin and 
destination IMPC operator codes.  

M41 
(2) 

PREDES V2.1 Defines a dispatch-level message from origin 
DO to destination DO that includes S8 dispatch 
ID and S9 receptacle IDs, both of which include 
origin and destination IMPC codes. 

M13 
(2) 

RESDES V1.1 Defines a dispatch-level message in response to 
M41 PREDES V2.1 that includes S9 receptacle 
IDs, which include IMPC codes. 

M10 
(2) 

PRECON V1.1 Defines a consignment-level message from 
origin DO to destination DO that includes S9 
receptacle IDs, which include IMPC codes. 

M12 
(2)  

RESCON V1.1 Defines a consignment-level message from 
destination DO to origin DO in response to M10 
PRECON that includes S9 receptacle IDs, which 
include IMPC codes. 

M48 
(1) 

CARDIT V2.1 Defines a consignment-level message from 
origin DO to carrier (e.g. airline) that includes S9 
receptacle IDs, which include IMPC codes. 
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Standard 
(status) 

Name  
(code list reference) 

Summary of function 

M49 
(1) 

RESDIT V1.1  
(CL 100)  

Defines a consignment-level response message 
from carrier to origin DO that includes S9 
receptacle IDs, which include IMPC codes.  

S32 
(2) 

Postal consignments  Defines the consignment ID for use in 
consignment messages. The consignment ID 
does not specify the IMPC code, but some DOs 
use the origin IMPC code as part of the 
consignment ID. S9 receptacle IDs are included 
in all consignment-level messages.  

S10 
(2) 

Identification of postal items – 13-character 
identifier 

Defines the 13-character item-level identifier that 
does not, in itself, include an IMPC code but is 
nested to S9 in M41 PREDES V2.1. Thus, an 
S10 item ID can be linked to origin and 
destination IMPC codes, e.g. for tracking. 

M40 
(2) 

EMSEVT V3 Defines an event-based item-level message 
used for tracking, customer service and quality 
of service measurement. Several of the events 
include IMPC codes, such as event C (departure 
from origin IMPC) and event D (arrival at 
destination IMPC). 

M33 
(2) 

ITMATT V1 – Electronic communication of item 
information  

Defines a customs-related message from origin 
DO to destination DO, which is the electronic 
equivalent of CN 22/CN 23. The message does 
not include IMPC codes, but includes S10 item 
IDs, which are linked to S9 receptacle ID via 
M41 PREDES V2.1. 

M43 
(0) 

CUSITM V1  Defines a message sending M33 ITMATT data 
from destination DO to destination Customs. The 
message does not include IMPC codes, but 
includes S10 item IDs, which are linked to S9 
receptacle ID via M41 PREDES V2.1. 

M44 
(0) 

CUSRSP V1  Defines a response to M43 from destination 
Customs to destination DO. The message does 
not include IMPC codes, but includes S10 item 
IDs, which are linked to S9 receptacle ID via 
M41 PREDES V2.1. 

M53 
(1) 

ITMREF V1  Defines a message from destination DO to origin 
DO advising of customs-related status of item. 

M54 
(1) 

REFRSP V1  Defines a response to M53 ITMREF from origin 
DO to destination DO. 

M50 
(2) 

e53 – electronic statement of sampling  Defines an accounting message that includes 
IMPC codes as an integral part of the process. 

M51 
(0) 

e55 – electronic terminal dues statement Defines an accounting message that includes 
IMPC codes as an integral part of the process. 

S66 
(0) 

Postal EDI addresses (CLs 160 and 160a)  Applicable at the EDI level. Defines EDI 
mailboxes linked to each DO by message type 
and, where applicable, IMPC codes.  

S70 
(0) 

Assignment and use of designated operator 
codes (CL 211)  

Links DO codes to UPU member country codes 
and names. 

S26 
(0) 

Unique identification of postal items Potential replacement of S10 – under 
development.  
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Standard 
(status) 

Name  
(code list reference) 

Summary of function 

M37 
(1) 

EVTRPT V1 – event reporting Defines an event report that includes IMPC 
codes, but is not extensively used.  

M42 
(0) 

eVN – electronic verification notes  Defines an electronic equivalent of CN 43 and 
CP 78 verification notes that includes IMPC 
codes but is not extensively used. 

M52 
(0) 

ITMATT V2 Defines a customs-related message that is an 
enhancement of M33.  

M55 
(0) 

CUSITM V2  Defines an enhancement of M43 CUSITM V1, 
which can be used for PLACI. 

M56 
(0) 

CUSRSP V2  Defines an enhancement of M44. 

N.B. – Global Postal Model data flow 6 – The GPM includes a data flow from the destination operator to the 
destination Customs that includes the S10 item ID and S9 receptacle ID. 

M40 EMSEVT comprises up to 25 events and separates legs 1, 2 and 3, as shown in the table below: 

Tracking event  IMPC code 
included? 

Comments  

EMA – Posting/collection  Start of leg 1 
EMB – Arrival at outward office of exchange IMPC  
EXA – Item presented to export Customs/ Security   
EXB – Item held by export Customs/Security   
EXC – Item returned from export Customs/ Security   
EXD – Item held at outward office of exchange IMPC  
EXX – Export cancellation   
EMC – Departure from outward office of exchange IMPC End of leg 1 / start of leg 2  
EMJ – Arrival at transit office of exchange IMPC (Used exceptionally – only in the case of 

open transit) 
EMK – Departure from transit office of exchange IMPC (Used exceptionally – only in the case of 

open transit) 
EMD – Arrival at inward office of exchange IMPC End of leg 2 / Start of leg 3 
EDA – Held at inward office of exchange IMPC  
EDB – Item presented to import Customs IMPC  
EME – Item held by import Customs IMPC  
EDC – Item returned from import Customs IMPC  
EMF – Departure from inward office of exchange IMPC  
EDD – Item into sorting centre   
EDE – Item out of sorting centre   
EMG – Arrival at delivery office   
EDF – Item held at delivery depot   
EDG – Item out for physical delivery   
EDH – Item arrival at collection point for pick-up    
EDX – Import terminated   
EMH – Attempted/unsuccessful (physical) delivery  H or I – end of leg 3  
EMI – Final delivery   
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An example of item-level track and trace from posting in Switzerland to delivery in Canada, showing the application 
of UPU standards as items progress along the supply chain, is provided below. IMPC codes are highlighted in red, 
messages between Posts and airlines are in blue, and messages related to Customs are in green. (Source: CAPE) 

CF119842460CH 
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Annex 6 
 

QCS reports 

The Quality Control System (QCS) and QCS Mail Big Data systems enable users to generate reports from EDI 
message data. This annex shows the reports available from QCS. Annex 7 shows the reports available from QCS 
Mail Big Data.  

The QCS menu of reports typically available to a DO user includes:  

 

These QCS reports are primarily based on EMSEVT item-level tracking messages, as well as PREDES and, in 
some cases, RESDES. 
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The following table illustrates the use of IMPC codes in QCS reporting. 

 EMSEVT  PREDES / 
RESDES 

DO or IMPC in 
selection 
criteria 

IMPC code 
displayed in 
report  

Volumes     
Messages Yes Yes DO No 
Mails Yes Yes DO and IMPC Yes 
Item events Yes No DO No 
Ratios     
Item Yes No DO and IMPC Yes 
Receptacle No Yes IMPC (own) Yes 
Item for parcels Yes No IMPC (own) Yes 
Receptacle for parcels No Yes IMPC (own) Yes 
Times and transmissions      
Times Yes No IMPC (own) Yes 
Event transmission  Yes No No No 
Track and trace     
Items Yes Yes N/A Yes 
Receptacles   N/A Yes IMPC Yes 
Dispatches   N/A Yes IMPC Yes 
Consignments  N/A Yes No Yes 
Reports – parcels       
Operator performance  Yes Yes No No 
Outbound and inbound items  Yes Yes No No 
Inbound monthly performance 
summary 

Yes No DO and IMPC Yes 

Monitor exceptions Yes Yes No No 
Reports – letters       
Letter accounting simulation Yes No No No 
Registered Article Measurement 
System (RAMS) operator performance  

Yes Yes No No 

RAMS outbound and inbound items  Yes Yes No No 
Reports – EMS       
Inbound monthly performance 
summary 

Yes No DO and IMPC Yes 

Daily inbound performance report  Yes No DO and IMPC Yes 
Reports – dispatch series      
Dispatch series status No PREDES DO and IMPC Yes 
PREDES origin IMPCs No PREDES DO Yes 
Service and volume report  No PREDES 

RESDES 
DO Yes 

CN 68 list of dispatch series No PREDES DO Yes 

Each of the dispatch series reports makes extensive use of IMPC codes, as follows: 

– Dispatch series status shows the number of dispatches between IMPCs for each dispatch series and 
identifies gaps in dispatch numbering, which can be used to analyze the cause of such anomalies; 
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– PREDES origin IMPCs shows the origin IMPC codes used by a DO for each mail class and can be a useful 
reference document enabling analysis of used vs unused IMPC codes; 

– Service and volume report can be used for service and volume analysis. It is available in PDF format, which 
can be used for e-mail communications between origin and destination, and in Excel format, which can serve 
for extensive and in-depth analysis of service issues and/or volumetrics, for example by using Excel pivot 
tables;  

– CN 68 list of dispatch series can be used to plan transit (either closed or à découvert) to determine potential 
transit operators. 
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Annex 7 
 

QCS Mail Big Data  

QCS Mail Big Data, as applied to DOs, offers reports categorized into three areas – ITMATT, Integrated Quality 
Reporting System (IQRS) and UPU COVID-19 information. 

 

QCS ITMATT offers 12 report options: 

 

These reports typically provide volumetric data at DO (or DO-to-DO) level, using IMPC operator codes (e.g. 
Australia Post – AUA, Canada Post – CAA).  

Three reports, namely Securex Customs, PREDES vs ITMATT and ITMATT vs PREDES, make use of IMPC codes. 
The Securex Customs report measures time lapses (to/from Customs) based on EMSEVT messages, displaying 
the IMPC code on drill-down to item-ID level.  

The PREDES vs ITMATT and ITMATT vs PREDES reports measure the extent of nesting of items with ITMATT in 
PREDES. IMPC codes are therefore used, as the origin and destination IMPC codes are elements of the receptacle 
ID (see S9 standard). Drill-down to the “details” level shows the IMPC codes.  

IQRS has five components, as follows: 
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i Monitor dispatches;  

ii Receptacle scanning performance; 

iii IQRS global reporting;  

iv Download of leg 3 against standard anomalies flat files;  

v Download of compliance reports. 

Monitor dispatches  

This set of reports provides information, including leg 2 performance, based on the PREDES/RESDES message 
set and, in some cases, the CARDIT/RESDIT set. It makes extensive use of IMPC codes, including in the selection 
criteria. It includes drill-down from dispatch level to receptacle level and item level. It also includes track-and-trace 
data at the dispatch, receptacle and item levels.  

There are eight reports: 

i Scanning around critical scan time. This is the default report;  

ii Transport (e.g. displays planned arrival flight/time); 

iii Receptacle type; 

iv Content/format; 

v Contents; 

vi CARDIT–RESDIT performance;  

vii Receptacles; 

viii Receptacle handover performance. 

Each of these reports can be downloaded as an Excel file for further analysis. The IMPC codes can be seen in the 
dispatch ID or receptacle ID. The origin and destination IMPC codes are also displayed in separate columns.  

Receptacle scanning performance  

This report uses the PREDES/RESDES message set to provide receptacle scanning rates. It also shows the 
RESDES scan time lapse relative to the planned arrival times in PREDES. Initial reporting is at partner DO level, 
by DO code. Using drill-down to the “details” level, reporting by specific IMPC codes is supported. The report uses 
the IMPC codes in the PREDES message to determine the operator code. It enables either the inclusion or exclusion 
of planned Friday/Saturday arrivals, so as to exclude arrivals on days when weekend staffing at the inward IMPC 
may have an impact.  

The report can be downloaded as an Excel file for further analysis. In the “details” display, the origin and destination 
IMPC codes are shown in separate columns, enabling analysis using Excel.  

Reporting is by week – from Monday to Sunday regardless of the from/to dates in the selection criteria – and then, 
in the “details” view, by dispatch series. If the selected period spans more than one week, each week is reported 
separately.  
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IQRS global reporting  

IQRS global reporting comprises two report format options, namely dashboard (graphs) and reporting (tables). For 
each of these, five reports can be generated:  

i Last 13-month trend;  

ii Customs and EAD (under development);  

iii End-to-end service reliability by month;  

iv Monthly volume statistics;  

v Transport performance.  

Report Contents Selection criteria 

Last 13-month trend Outbound and inbound: 
– elapsed days  
– scanning performance  
– top 10 partners (DO code)  

Product 
– Parcels (C) 
– EMS (E) 
– ECOMPRO (H) 
– Tracked letters (L) 
– Registered letters (R)  
– Small packets (U) 

Customs and EAD  
(under development) 

  

End-to-end service reliability by 
month 

Global average elapsed days and 
ratios: 
– Leg 1 
– Outbound Customs 
– Leg 2 
– Leg 3 
– Inbound Customs 
– End-to-end 
 
Charts: 
– Top partners (by DO code 

and IMPC code) 
– Measurable vs non-

measurable volume 
– Global partners by volume 

for leg 1 (in map format) 
– Cumulative total of volume 

and percentage delivered 
– Volumes between operator 

and partner 
– Measurable volume vs non-

measurable volume by 
partner offices (e.g. IMPC 
code) for leg 1 

– Product (as above) 
– Month 
– Direction (outbound or 

inbound) 
(The measurable vs non-
measurable report also enables 
selection on the user’s own IMPC 
code.) 
 
 
 
 
 
Partners can be selected via the 
map for the subsequent charts.  
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Report Contents Selection criteria 

Monthly volume statistics 
(also called country volume 
statistics)  

Three-year volume profile for the 
months selected 

– Partner DO code 
– Product (as above) 
– Month (from and to) 
– Direction (outbound and 

inbound) 

Transport performance In either chart or table formats: 
– Average number of days by 

transport segment 
– DOs – measurability 
– Carrier scanning 
– Receptacle events against 

receptacles outbound 

– Mail category, class and 
subclass 

– Transport mode 
– Month 
– Direction 

In general, with the exception of item iii above (end-to-end service reliability by month), IQRS global reporting makes 
extensive use of IMPC codes, such as those in the EMC and EMD events in order to calculate durations, but does 
not support reporting at IMPC level. Reporting is at DO level by IMPC operator code and, in some cases, the 
selection criteria include the partner DO (e.g. item iv – monthly volume statistics). However, item iii (end-to-end 
service reliability by month) includes a chart showing volume profile by IMPC code. 

Download of leg 3 against standard anomalies flat files  

This option creates four flat files at item level for analysis of abnormal conditions: 

i no delivery events; 

ii no EMD (arrival at inward IMPC) event; 

iii outbound customs event; 

iv inbound customs event.  

These reports make extensive use of the IMPC codes from EMSEVT messaging, as well as from PREDES 
messages. The origin and destination IMPC codes from EMSEVT, as well as those from PREDES, are displayed 
in separate columns, thus facilitating analysis using Excel. 
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Download of compliance reports 

QCS Mail Big Data enables reports from the compliance programme to be viewed.  

 

The partner IMPC compliance report is one such compliance report that includes IMPC codes. 

 

In the example above, the destination IMPC code used by the origin DO is not consistent with the category/class 
attributes of the IMPC as per code list 108. 
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Annex 8 
 

International Bureau circulars 

This annex provides two tables illustrating the type of information concerning IMPC codes contained in International 
Bureau circulars. In order to ensure that all types of information from IB circulars are included, the tables span a 
lengthy period, namely from 2019 to 2022. This also “bookends” the COVID pandemic. 

The tables are as follows: 

– A summary table showing basic information about each IB circular. 

– A table showing the content of the IB circulars in question. This table can be browsed to gain an appreciation 
of the degree of variability in the circulars, the wording, etc. As can be seen, some circulars are clear and 
precise, and others are less so.  

Summary table 

Circular 
number 

Date UPU member 
country 

DO or IMPC(s) referenced Nature of change or 
notification 

2022 
9 24 Jan 2022  Uruguay UYMVDH Reminder of prior circular (No. 

3 of 2018) regarding inbound 
IMPC 

22 14 Feb 2022 Ecuador  Empresa Pública Servicios 
Postales del Ecuador – SPE 
EP 

DO name change 

24 14 Feb 2022 Spain ESMADC Return of empty bags 
25 21 Feb 2022 France FRWSSB Return of undeliverable EMS 

items 
64 25 Apr 2022 Guatemala Non-use of UPU forms (and 

therefore non-use of IMPC codes) 
by origin DOs 

Notification of issues regarding 
use of cargo forms (air 
waybills) rather than UPU 
delivery bill CN 38  

95 13 Jun 2022 Palestine PSRMHA 
PSJRHA 

New IMPC for parcels and 
EMS 

104 27 Jun 2022 Ireland IEDUBB IEAHEA IEDUBG Clarification – inbound IMPCs 
109 27 Jun 2022  Thailand THBKKA THBKKC Relocation of outbound IMPC  

Thailand also sent an EmIS 
message – 116/2022 

111 27 Jun 2022  Germany DEFRAA Change to inbound handover 
process 

119 11 Jul 2022 Ethiopia ETADDP Opening of new IMPC for 
transit mail 

124 25 Jul 2022 Honduras 
(Rep.) 

HNTGUA Change to inbound handover 
process 

133 8 Aug 2022 Iraq IQBGWA Notification of IMPC code and 
DO name 

134 15 Aug 2022 Ecuador ECUIOA ECGYEA ECUIOB 
ECGYEB 

IMPC address and contact 
information 
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Circular 
number 

Date UPU member 
country 

DO or IMPC(s) referenced Nature of change or 
notification 

135 15 Aug 2022 Ukraine UAIEVK UAIEVM UALWOA 
UAODSA UACOPA 

Return of empty bags  

139 15 Aug 2022 Egypt EGCAIB EGCAIF EGCAID 
EGCAIC EGCAIA EGALYA 

Notification that EGCAIB is the 
only IMPC to be used following 
closure of five other IMPCs 

144 29 Aug 2022 Central African 
Rep. 

Société Centrafricaine des 
Postes (SOCAPOST) 

DO name change 

153 19 Sept 2022 Spain ESMADC Return of empty bags and 
reminder of circular No. 24 of 
2022 

169 3 Oct 2022 Czech Rep. CZBVAA 
CZPRGA 

Closure of CZBVAA IMPC 

192 28 Nov 2022 United 
Kingdom 

GBCVTA 
GBTYFA 

Empty bags 

193 28 Nov 2022 Australia AUSYDE Resumption of sea mail 
services  

204 12 Dec 2022 Finland Posti Jakelu Ltd. Change to designation of the 
postal operator 

205 12 Dec 2022 Australia AUPERA 
AUPERB 

Items for Perth office of 
exchange 

2021 
7 11 Jan 2021 Kiribati KITRWA KICXIA Sorting of mail for Kiribati by 

island name, postcode and 
IMPC 

15 18 Jan 2021  Comoros KMYVAA KMYVAB KMYVAE 
KMMUTA 

Notification of IMPC codes for 
dispatches originating in and 
destined for Comoros for each 
mail class 

20 25 Jan 2021  Czech Rep. CZPRGA Relocation of CZPRGA office 
of exchange  

34 1 Mar 2021 Thailand THBKKA THBKKB THBKKC 
THBKKD 

Reminder of IMPC codes 

38 22 Mar 2021 United 
Kingdom 

GBLGWA GBLALA GBCVTA Closure of GBLGWA IMPC 

55 29 Mar 2021 United States 
of America 

San Francisco OE Notification of planned closure 
of San Francisco ISC 
(IMPC codes not specified) 

70 10 May 2021 Italy ITMILR ITMXPB ITLINA 
ITMILA 

Reorganization of IMPCs 

81 17 May 2021 Ukraine UAIEVM IMPC code for EMS items 
92 17 Jun 2021 Czech Rep. CZCHBA CZULNA Closure of Cheb OE 
125 26 Jul 2021 Armenia AMEVNA AMEVNB AMEVNC 

AMEVND 
IMPC mail classes – inbound 
and outbound 

131 2 Aug 2021 Costa Rica Non-use of UPU forms (and 
therefore non-use of IMPC codes) 
by origin DOs 

Notification of issues regarding 
use of cargo forms (air 
waybills) rather than UPU 
delivery bills e.g. CN 38 

137 13 Sept 2021 Moldova MDKIVA IMPC name change 
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Circular 
number 

Date UPU member 
country 

DO or IMPC(s) referenced Nature of change or 
notification 

139 13 Sept 2021 Finland FIHELC FIHELA Change of address of AMU 
and OE for parcels and EMS 

173 1 Nov 2021  United States 
of America 

San Francisco OE Update on planned closure of 
San Francisco OE (reference to 
circular No. 55 of 2021) 

176 8 Nov 2021  Australia AUBNEA Transit à découvert mail and 
mail intended for transit to 
Pacific Island nations 

192 22 Nov 2021 Brazil BRSAOD Return of empty bags 
204 20 Dec 2021 Pakistan PKKHID Return of empty bags 
2020 
19 27 Jan 2020 Kyrgyzstan KGFRUP KGFRUA KGFRUB 

KGFRUC KGFRUD 
IMPC code to be used for bulk 
mail and other mail class 
dispatches 

25 24 Feb 2020 Poland PLWAWB Relocation of Warsaw AMU 
42 16 Mar 2020 Viet Nam VNDADA New IMPC code 
48 28 Mar 2020 Latvia LVRIXA LVRIXB LVRIXC 

LVRIXD LVRIXF 
Single IMPC (LVRIXA) for all 
international mail.  
Other IMPCs continuing to 
operate on bilateral basis or 
dedicated to e -commerce  

49 23 Mar 2020 Ukraine UAIEVM Change of DO for EMS 
86 22 Jun 2020 Ireland IEPTLC IEDUBG Change of IMPC code for 

inbound parcels, EMS and 
empty bags 

103 20 Jul 2020 Poland  New policy regarding items 
received from ETOEs 

128 21 Sept 2020 Pakistan PKISBA PKLHEA PKKHID 
PKKHIA PKKHIB 

IMPCs for inbound letters, 
parcels and EMS items with 
applicable postcode ranges  

131 21 Sept 2020 United 
Kingdom 

GBLALA GBLALT IMPC to be used for à 
découvert for letter-post items. 
Clarification of policy/process  

162 2 Nov 2020 Australia AUBNEA Management of open transit 
mail, including mail intended 
for transit to Pacific Island 
nations 

197 14 Dec 2020 United 
Kingdom 

GBTYFA GBCVTA Return of empty bags 

201 21 Dec 2020 France 11 ETOEs and FRROIC Changes to the names and 
IMPC codes of 11 ETOEs (not 
specified). Reminder regarding 
FRROIC 

204 21 Dec 2020 Germany DEFRAA DENIAA Changes at the OEs in 
Frankfurt and Niederaula 

205 21 Dec 2020 France FRROIC Reminder concerning IMPC 
codes for inbound letter-post 
dispatches (reference to circular 
No. 165 of 2019) 
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Circular 
number 

Date UPU member 
country 

DO or IMPC(s) referenced Nature of change or 
notification 

2019 
2 14 Jan 2019 Kazakhstan KZURAA KZURAB KZABEA 

KZABEB KZABEC KZABED 
KZABEE 

Replacement of OEs KZURAA 
KZURAB 

51 25 Mar 2019 Kazakhstan KZALAA KZALAB KZALAC 
KZALAD KZALAE KZASTA 
KZASTB KZASTC KZASTE 
KZABEA KZABEB KZABEC 
KZABED KZABEE 

Clarification of inbound OEs by 
city or region 

86 20 May 2019 Iraq IQEBLA Reopening of IMPC 
94 3 Jun 2019 Netherlands NLAMSA NLRTMA 

NLHAGI 
Replacement of two IMPC 
codes owing to opening of new 
inbound IMPC 

103 17 Jun 2019 Estonia EETLLA EETLLB EETLLC 
EETLLD EETLLE 

Reorganization of IMPCs 
(outbound and inbound) 

127 29 Jul 2019 Germany DEHAMB Closure of IMPC 
142 9 Sept 2019 Iraq IQEBLA IQBGWA IQBGWB 

IQBGWC IQBGWD 
Clarification of inbound OEs  

145 16 Sept 2019  Ukraine 
 

Notification of update to 
information published in IMPC 
code list (IMPCs changed not 
specified in circular) 

160 7 Oct 2019 United 
Kingdom 

GBMNCA New outbound IMPC for some 
destinations 

163 7 Oct 2019 France DEDIEY GBHOUY Replacement of ETOE IMPC 
codes in Germany and the 
United Kingdom 

165  7 Oct 2019 France FRROIC Change to IMPC codes for 
inbound letter-post dispatches 

193 25 Nov 2019 Indonesia IDJKTA IDJKTB IDJKTC  Change of IMPCs owing to 
restructure of processes 

204 16 Dec 2019 Netherlands NLHAGI NLRTMA NLAMSA 
NLHAGA NLHAGB NLHAGD 
NLHAGE NLHAGF NLHAGO 
NLHAGS 

Reminder of circular No. 94 of 
2019. Closure of NLRTMA 
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Referenced circulars 

 2022 

9 

 
22 
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24 

 
25 
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64 

 
95 
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104 

 
109 

 
Thailand also sent an EMIS – 2022-116 
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111 

 
119 
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124 

 
 

133 
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134 

 
135 
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139 

 
144 
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153 

 
169 
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192 
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193 

 
204 
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205 

 

 2021 

7 
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15 

 
20 
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34 

 
38 
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55 

 
70 
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81 

 
92 
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125 

 
131 

 
137 
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139 

 
173 
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176 

 
192 
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204 

 

 2020 

19 

 
25 
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42 

 
48 
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49 

 
86 
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103 

 
128 
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131 

 
162 
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197 

 
201 
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204 

 
205 
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 2019 

2 

 
51 
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86 

 
94 
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103 

 
127 
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142 

 
145 
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160 

 
163 
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165 

 
193 
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